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1. Non-Western cinema began to come of age in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

• The best-known of these eventually critically acclaimed films came initially from Japan—including
Tokyo Story (1953), initially ignored but eventually rated by many critics as one of the greatest
films of all time.

• From India came Satyajit Ray’s Song of the Road (1955; Pather Panchali) which was immediately
hailed as a classic by Western critics.

– It was based on a novel by Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay, a prominent Bengali writer, about
a village as observed through the eyes of a little boy (Apu).

– The novel had a sequel and Ray milked the story to make two more films in the late 1950s;
these are now collectively known as the Apu Trilogy.

– The trilogy established Ray’s reputation internationally.

– But we should bear in mind that, compared to popular Indian cinema, that of Bollywood
which is bigger than Hollywood, and of Chennai, which is bigger than Bollywood, the audience
for “serious” Indian cinema such as that of Ray was miniscule.

2. Ray’s films came to be seen as celebrating Indian village life (at a time when the vast majority of the
huge population still lived in villages—this was Gandhi’s India sold so effectively to the West as part
of the propaganda of India’s independence movement).

• Traditionally Ray’s work from the 1950s has been viewed as being directly influenced by Italian
neo-realism, constituting a rural counterpart of the urban films of De Sica and others. However,
this interpretation is increasingly challenged.

• Ray was also influenced by Renoir and his lyrical film about India (The River [1951]).

– While Ray was unable to work with Renoir in the making of that film, several of his associates
who later worked on the Apu Trilogy were part of Renoir’c crew.

3. Then, in 1962, came Kanchanjangha. It was nothing like any film Ray had made before. It had no
obvious relation either to Renoir or the Italian neo-realists. There had never been an Indian film like
it.

• When released in 1962, the film was met with a deafening critical silence, both in India and
abroad.

– In one of the few critical notices, The New York Times gave it a scathing review (Crowther
1966).

• In the West critics, long under the spell of Ray’s earlier work, seemed unable to make sense of
the India portrayed in Kanchanjangha.

– Neither exoticism nor subalternity was available as a hermeneutic resource because of the
film’s narraative content.

– The framework of hybridity helps today but was was yet to be invented in post-colonial studies
until a generation later.

– These issues will be explained in some detail below.

• In India, the focus on mundane contemporary life seemed to generate equal discomfort.

• Even today the film remains relatively unknown in critical circles.
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• Yet, all major commentaries on Ray have made it central to Ray’s corpus (Seton 1971; Nyce 1988;
Robinson 1989) largely on the basis of what what would now be called new historicism, that is,
by delving into the microhistory of Ray and the making of this film and the rest of his work.

• Ray regarded it as the most personal of his films.

• Our question should be whether, independent of a slavish historicism, this remains a film that
should receive critical attention.

4. For Ray, Kanchanjangha was a first on many, many fronts:

• It was his first film to be set in post-independence India. For the first time he had to confront the
fact that India’s British past—especially the use of the English language—had left an indelible
mark at least on urban life, especially in Bengal which had been ruled by the English in some
capacity or other for almost two centuries.

• It was his first film based on an original screenplay. The film would be appraised on its narrative
content. He was no longer interpreting acknowledged successful works of fiction.

• It was the first screenplay that he authored himself. Even later, he rarely did so. This must be
partly why he regarded the film as intensely personal.

• It was his first film in color. We should note that the subtle use of color is part of the generally
acknowledged cinematograhic excellence of the film.

• It was the first and only film by him to have a classical unity of time and place. There will be
more on this later.

5. Let us begin with the question of exoticism. There is tension here.

• For the West, exoticism is unavailable.

– The film is set in 1962, when it was released. There could be no appeal to a mythical (and
exotic) past.

– There is no unsullied alien culture. The characters, from this Orientalist perspective, are not
“pure” Indian.

– The characters routinely speak in Benglish, switching between Bengali and English seamlessly,
and using both languages with facility.

– Benglish is a hybrid form of speaking, but malleable in the relative frequency of the use of
the two languages, and not a Creole form on its way to becoming a distinctive language.

– We must return to this issue of language repeatedly. It is central to what this film achieves
(for good or for bad).

• But, for Bengalis, or more generally, the plains people, exoticism is central to what happens.

– The place, Darjeeling (“Queen of the Himalaya” and so on) is exotic: as Ashok notes, you
could do things here that you couldn’t do in Calcutta.

– The film emphasizes this exoticity by having credits (at the beginning) written in Bengali to
look like Tibetan (using Ray’s superb calligraphic skills0).

– And Tibet is exotic.

– This part of the exoticism could have carried over to the West if audiences had realized that
they were repeatedly being offered (gratuitous) invocations of Tibet in the dress, the script,
and so on. But this iconography was lost on Western audiences of that time. The West seems
not at all to have been Ray’s intended audience. This raises a difficult question: what was
the intended audience? Or is the film an exercise of excess self-indulgence?

6. Let us dispose with technical features. Kanchanjangha is excellent but not breathtaking. As in all of
Ray’s work, technique and integration of media are central to the film construction.

• We have already noted the iconographic use of script in the credits.
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• Those are used in conjunction with the cinematography: the use of drawings (by Ray) depicting
scenes that evoke Tibet through depiction of figures in Tibetan dress, Tibetan prayer flags, etc.
However, these images that foreground the credits distort the ethnic multi-cultural context of
Darjeeling in 1962 where Tibetans were not the most common ethnicity amongst the hillpeople
(and came largely as refugees after the Chinese occupation of Tibet started in earnest in 1950).

– Ray’s attention to historical detail is not slavish. But that is probably true of his work
generally.

• The use of color is subtle, as one would perhaps expect in a film in which, ultimately, nothing
important happens.

• But color is used to convey the state of nature, more specifically, the state of the famously
capricious weather of Darjeeling, with transitions from mist (when colors become most muted)
to sunlight, for instance, we finally see the Kanchenjungha range bathed in the red light of the
setting sun.

• Visual clarity reflects the state of the film’s “action” by which I mean the characters’ states of
mind. When the mist clear up, everyone has made a final decision. Uncertainties are finally gone.
The reward is a vision of the mountain. (However, Indranath is in no mental state to enjoy it,
And that may well be the telos of this film, as we shall see below. Indranath is not someone we
are supposed to appreciate.)

• The use of music—and sound, more generally—is perhaps the film’s greatest achievement.

7. Let us begin probing subalternity (the world viewed from the position of the subaltern at the bottom
of the rung) by looking hard at the narrative. But, first, we should note five aspects of the film’s
narrative structure:

• The first and most obvious point to note is that this is not an action film. Nothing happens.

• There is no plot. Just a set of vignettes, each with its own theme, developing in parallel.

• Classical unity of time and space are rigidly enforced. The film unfolds in real time with everything
occurring uninterruptedly within the film’s 100 minutes during one late afternoon. During this
time the characters merge on the open-air Mall (or Chowrastha) near the peak of Observatory Hill
which dominates Darjeeling. They perambulate around a circular road that encircles the peak
and was a favorite walk for tourists and locals alike. Completing a circuit was a “Mall round.”
(In Benglis, the “a” in “Mall” is pronounced as in “shall.”)

• The film is set in 1962, the year of its release, fifteen hears after India’s independence in 1947.

• The film was written in ten days, by Ray working at Windamere Hotel in Darjeeling, which is
where the Choudhury family is staying in the film. It was shot in 24 days. This hotel was (and
is) a Darjeeling icon and was once regarded as on of India’s most elite hotels. Staying there in
1962 indicated the wealth of the Choudhurys.

8. Turning to the narrative iself, the central episode is the encounter between two families, the Choudhury
family dominated by an upper class Anglophile Bengali patriarch (Indranath) and the Roy family
consisting of an uncle (Shib Shankar) and nephew (Ashok) from a lower class family of teachers, both
from Calcutta (now Kolkata).

• Peripheral episodes populate a fragmented narrative:

– Indranil’s worship of the departed British who have awarded him a minor honor with the title
“Rai Bahadur.” (The title may well have been suggested to ray by the presence, while the
script was being written, of Rai Bahadur Tenduf La, a Sikkimese of Tibetan descent, who
owned the Windamere hotel and supervised every meal of the guests.) Indranil is domineering
(Jagdish calls him “His Lordship”) but as pathetic as he was popmpous.

– A match being pushed between the Indranil’s independently-minded younger daughter (Man-
isha) and an “eligible” engineer (Banerjee) coveted by the patriarch for his wealth and status.
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– The failing marriage of Indranil’s elder daughter (Anima) only held together by shared love for
a daughter (Tuklu). The marriage is on more secure foundation by the end of the film partly
because Anima has foraken her lover but mainly because both husband and wife explicitly
acknowledge their love for their daughter. A father’s love for his daughter (a pervasive Bengali
trope) is the dominating theme that keeps this part of the narrative moving.

– The birdwatching passion of Indranath’s brother-in-law (Jagadish)

– A snapshot of an odd couple, Indranat’s son (Anil) and his female fried, in which each part
is equally self-absorbe

– Above all, the passive resistance of the patriarch’s wife (Labanya).

• The central event of the film is the thwarting of the patriarch’s will on two fronts:

– Ashok refuses Indranil’s offer of a job even though that means the persistence of his unem-
ployment. (And note that joblessness was a serious problem in India in the 1960s.)

– Manisha refuses Banerjee.

• Thematic unity is offered by the desire of all characters, seasonal visitors to Darjeeling, to get a
glimpse of the Kanchenjungha, supposedly the most beautiful range of the Himalayas but shrouded
in mist and clouds from the start of the film.

• The film ends finally with the emergence of the range at the end of a long day.

– Because of being thwarted, Indranil cannot enjoy the mountain.

– To rub salt into his wounds his family has not arrived to greet him at the appointed place.

– The clarity achieved at the end of the film: the days of Indranil’s hectoring (and the dominance
of the type in Bengali/Indian society) is over.

9. A subaltern reading of the film would be shallow. Such a reading to require that the film subverts the
social order.

• But subverting the patriarch’s will hardly constitutes that (even in the India of 1962). It is much
more personal. We may question why it could happen (and there may be an answer below) but
it is not a systemic rejection of a decrepit order even if it suggests such a possibility.

• Social boundaries are crosses as in the conversational intercourse between Manisha and Ashok but
there is no more than a suggestion that the relationship would endure their return to Calcutta.

• At the end of the film, Ashok’s status has remained what it was. He has turned down the offer of
a job from the patriarch. The assertion of independence generated temporary euphoria but then,
so to say, reality sunk in: he fully realized that he may have sacrificed his financial future for the
rest of his life. However, no matter how we look at this episode, it has not systemically challenged
the social order.

• While the film also acknowledges the power differential between the plainsfolk (people from the
plains, all Bengalis in this case) and the hillpeople, again, power relations are left unchallenged.

10. More recently, there has been post-colonial readings of the film emphasizing the theme of hybridity,
especially through the use of Benglish (e.g., Dube 2006).

• Every major character except the little hill boy (whose ethnicity remains uncertain except that
he is clearly of the hillpeople) speaks Benglish to some extent though the preponderance of
English over Bengali increases with class status. What Ray was acknowledging—or should we
say embracing—was that this was the state of his own linguistic status.

• One can even ask, what is the language of the film? It is supposed to be a Bengali film. Is it?
Well, if the other choice is English, we can note that the preponderance of the conversation is in
Bengali. But, what if Benglish is the other choice?

• The use of Benglish explains the discomfort audiences felt when the film was first released.

– As mentioned earlier, Benglish destroys all prospects for an Orientalist reading based on some
notion of authenticity. The problem is that authenticity is exactly what Ray’s characters have
in abundance. Except what they really are was unacceptable to Western audiences, especially
those familiar with the evocations of rural life in Bengal in Ray’s earlier films.
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– Meanwhile, the Bengali bourgeoisie, inordinately proud of their language—after all, their
poet, Tagore, was the first Asian to win a Nobel Prize (in literature)—was horrified to be
reminded that their lingua franca was Benglish, not the Bengali of their serious art.

• Language was not the only form of hybridism in the film.

– There is dress and, once again, a correlation between sartorial choice and class.

– Then there is birding: Jagadish’s infatuation was also transculturally adopted. What is more
important here is that it is portrayed sympathetically.

– There is Tuklu riding a pony on the “Mall round” over and over again.

11. But a better reading would need to accept also the role of place, defined by both its cultural and
physcial settings.

• Biologists remind us that hybridization between species is more common than usually acknowl-
edged. These are generative transgressions, forbidden forms of reproduction. So, it should come
as no surprise that the result is typically sterility, as in mules, leading to the extinction of that
lineage. But hybridization can lead to speciation if it occurs in a special place where hybrids
are not lost due to continual intercourse with the ancestral species and where they are present in
sufficient numbers for at least some of them to be fertile. This will be a useful metaphor.

• Because, such a role was played by the place, Darjeeling, at least for Bengalis of that period.

• There, anything was possible, observed Ashok, as he was transgressing social boundaries by
happily walking with Manisha and talking, though not fully familiarly, with her and raising a hint
of future reproductive possibilities.

• Darjeeling was a British town, the land expropriated from Sikkim to be converted into a sanato-
rium for whites, but eventually adopted en masse by Bengali plainspeople as “seasoners,” that
is, long-term tourists during summer or fall (Puja) vacations.

• Of course, Darjeeling came with its tea, but that accounts for very little of its cultural hybridity.

• Rather that hybridity depended on a myriad of features including, most notably, the dominance of
the mountain range, the Kanchenjungha. (The role played by the Himalayas in Hindu mythology
helps solidifiction of this mystique.) Darjeeling and Kanchnejungha came together, as the film
reiterates perhaps ad nauseum.

• Darjeeling was where most Western (and, earlier, Bengali) expeditions to explore the Hinmalaya
started as, later, did mountaineering expeditions.

• Darjeeling’s cultural hybridity was enhanced by a feature of its life that Bengalis only experienced
as puzzled, and perhaps jealous, outsiders: the easy intimacy between the British and the hillpeo-
ples responsible (along with Bengali residents) for maintaining the colonial superstructure. For
a variety of reasons, including caste and tribal prejudice, Bengalis had worse relations with the
hillpeople than the British.

• In the film Darjeeling reasserts itself over and over, We have already noted Ashok’s liberation
from constraints. His uncle feels he must return after twenty-seven years. There is much more.
Manisha cannot study because of the place’s beauty. The Choudhurys are repeat visitors. Here,
birding is natural, even for a Bengali.

• Ray originally intended to create this film by having the events take place during a picnic at a
fancy house in the outskirts of Calcutta. That plan was abandoned because the selected house was
not available. So, we switched to Darjeeling and his childhood emotions about his first encounter
with Kanchenjungha. Would the picnic film have worked? It may well have been a more subaltern
film without the cultural hybridity of the place, that is, Darjeeling with the Kanchenjungha.
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